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Letters to the Editor
“Vision” in NDEs or Expanded Consciousness?
To the Editor:
Near-death experiences (NDEs) are commonly thought to address
the question of the nature of the human soul and whether or not it can
leave the physical body at death. One common theory is the “gaseous
vapor theory of the soul,” meaning that it drifts out of the body at death
and sort of condenses on the ceiling, looking down. A recent Letter to
the Editor of this Journal (Ellwood, 1998) presented two well known
stories in support of this gaseous vapor theory of the soul: Kim Clark
Sharp’s story of seeing the tennis shoe on the ledge, and the NDE of
Vicky Umipeg, who has been blind since birth.
Since we do not see anything with our eyes, I have always wondered
as to the fascination with these two particular stories. Our eyes are not
videocameras. Instead, we process electromagnetic patterns of energy
through our visual system, and create a visual image in our brain that
in some small way resembles the complex patterns of energy perceived
through our retina. I do, however, have personal knowledge of both
cases, and would like to contribute my input as to the significance of
these stories and their authenticity.
When I first heard Sharp’s story of a patient who told her that during
her NDE she saw a tennis shoe on a ledge outside the window, I thought
Sharp had crawled out on the ledge to see the shoe. In telling her story,
I inadvertently added that detail when I retold it; so it is with human
beings when they tell stories.
I have recently read opinions that perhaps this story did not happen
at all, that the entire story is an embellishment. This is not true. I have
heard virtually the same story Sharp reported about Maria’s NDE from
an independent source, the respiratory therapist who attended Maria’s
resuscitation. The fact that Maria has been lost to follow-up is not at
all unusual at Harborview Hospital. Sharp’s story is, as she tells it,
accurate.
The controversy over Umipeg’s near-death experience is more difficult to sort out. Believers in the gaseous vapor theory feel that her
experience contains elements that she could have seen only visually,
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instead of creating it as a mental image from hearing and touch. My
research assistant interviewed Umipeg. She did not describe for my
research assistant any uniquely visual elements. I have put a detailed
summary of Umipeg’s interview on my website (www.melvinmorse.com)
as a download, with her permission. Any person can read it and make
his or her own judgment.
Ultimately, in my view, these experiences simply demonstrate the
expanded sense of awareness and consciousness that occurs with death.
Something more important than simply seeing with the eyes is going
on: a communication with a loving, interactive universe.

Reference
Ellwood, G. F. (1998). Skepticism and evidence of the paranormal [Letter]. Journal of
Near-Death Studies, 17, 133–136.

Melvin Morse, M.D.
Valley Children’s Clinic
4011 Talbot Road South, Suite 220
Renton, Washington 98055

The Archives of Scientists’ Transcendent
Experiences (TASTE)
To the Editor:
Over the years many scientists, once they have realized I am a safe
person to talk to, have told me about unusual and transcendent experiences they have had. Too often I am the first and only person they have
ever spoken to about their experiences, for fear of ridicule from their
colleagues and adverse, prejudicial effects on their career. Such fears
have, unfortunately, too much of a basis in fact. It is not that there are
a lot of scientists with nasty intentions deliberately trying to suppress
their colleagues; it is just the social conditioning of our times.
I want to change that, and I ask your help in doing so. Scientists today often occupy a social role like that of “high priests,” telling laypeople and each other what is and is not “real,” and consequently what
is and is not valuable and sane. Unfortunately, the dominant materialistic and reductionistic psychosocial climate of contemporary science
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(what sociologists long ago named scientism, an attitude different from
the essential process of science), rejects and suppresses a priori both
having and sharing transcendent, transpersonal, and altered states (or
“spiritual” and “psychic,” to use common words, in spite of their too
vague connotations) experiences.
From my perspective as a psychologist, though, this prejudicial suppression and rejection psychologically harms and distorts the transcendent (and other) potentials of both scientists and laypersons, and also
inhibits the development of a genuine scientific understanding of the
full spectrum of consciousness. Denial of any aspects of our nature,
whatever their ultimate ontological status, is never psychologically or
socially healthy.
The Archives of Scientists’ Transcendent Experiences (TASTE),
which I have recently opened, is intended to help change this restricted
and pathological climate through the operation of a World Wide Web
site in journal form that allows scientists from all fields—from anthropology through botany through mathematics through physics through
psychology through zoology, to name just a few—to share their personal transcendent experiences in a safe, anonymous (if they wish), but
quality-controlled space to which many people have ready access.
Specifically TASTE, to various degrees, (a) allows individual psychological growth in the contributing scientists by providing a safe means
of expression of vital experiences; (b) leads toward a more receptive
climate to the full range of our humanity in the scientific professions,
which, in turn, will benefit our world culture at large; (c) provides research data on transcendent experiences in a highly articulate and
conscientious population (scientists); (d) facilitates the development of
a full spectrum science of consciousness by providing both data and
psychological support for the study of transcendent experiences; and
(e) helps bridge the unfortunate gaps between science and the rest of
culture by illustrating the humanity of scientists.
Please take a look at the TASTE site: the URL is <http://psychology.
ucdavis.edu/tart/taste> or, if the Psychology server is off line, you can
use <http://www.issc-taste.org>. If you find it valuable, please pass this
information on to friends and colleagues. I have no budget for advertising, so must depend on word of mouth to get this information around.
If you have a web site of your own that would be suitable for a link
to TASTE and can add one, thank you! Feel free to copy one of the
TASTE experiences as an example on your web site, if you like. (I also
have an attractive copy of this announcement in html format, including
the TASTE logo, that I would be glad to send you.) In terms of more
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conventional, slower publicity, if you can recommend any journals I
should send notices to, please let me know. If you are the editor of any
publication, you have my permission (and thanks!) to print this notice
in your publication. Thank you!
Charles T. Tart, Ph.D., Editor
Professor Emeritus of Psychology
University of California at Davis
Professor, Core Faculty
Institute of Transpersonal Psychology
744 San Antonio Road
Palo Alto, California 94303
Fax: (630) 604-3279
e-mail: cttart@ucdavis.edu
Home page & archives: http://www.paradigm-sys.com/cttart/
The Archives of Scientists’ Transcendent Experiences:
http://psychology.ucdavis.edu/tart/taste/

